
 

IMPACT OF THE PROJECT VALT ON PARTICIPATING STUDENTS 

METHOD 

Questionnaire 

TERM 

March 2023, Pardubice, Czech Republic 

PARTICIPANTS 

Responses from 34 students 

 

1) CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

 

Name newly learned application(s) 

 

 

No 

I was the one teaching 

O dont know 

Davinci Resolve 

Soldering and hardware 

3D modeling  

Soldering 



 

Team work 

Filming video 

Mobile programing 

3DS Max 

Computer functions 

Teknology science. 

Teknologi sience  

Adobe Premiere Pro 

How to program mobile applications, PC parts 

Visual Studio and 3Ds max 

Davinci Resolved (video making application) 

Adobe premiere 

Binary 

Video editing 

Calculator 

I help to make the video 

Use of different types of technology 

Karnaught chart 

The different components of a computer  

This but introduces atina and oscilloscopes 

The differents components of a computer  

3d modelling  

The 3D modeling 

Adobe premiere 2023 

I learned how to assemble and unassemble a PC  

Programming 

Welding 

 

Newly gained skills 

 

 

Better english speaking  

Organizing better 

Bettet english 



 

Assembling computers  

Soldering 

3D modeling  

Programming in java and xml 

Team work 

Desembling computer 

Mobile programing 

3D Modeling 

Assembly computers 

Mona powermeter 

Adobe première  

How to use a new 3D pogram 

Video editing  

Unprepared speech, leading a group of foreign people, not being as stressed while talking to new people 
that don't speak Czech 

3D modelling and programming in java language and also working in a group with foreign students 

Unprepared speech, translatinh, video editing 

I learned how to work in a team but also learned how to disassemble a pc from scratch and build it back 
up. 

Speak english  

it taught me new things, especially the hunger of video editing 

I learned out to create a calculator 

Adobe première pro 

Working with adobe premiere pro 

Understand more 

Speak english 

It taught me to speak English better and open up to others 

Speak and understand english better than before  

Electrological skills  

I learned to cooperate more and I improved my English 

Soldering skills  

I learned new languages and the culture of other countries  

Punctuality 

Better in english  

 

  



 

Improvement of professional knowledge learned previously 

 

2) IMPROVEMENT OF YOUR LANGUAGE SKILLS 

 

A/ Improvement in English 

 

B/ Improvement of communication skills 

 

3) HAVE THE PROJECT MOTIVATED YOU TO SELF – STUDIES? 

 

Degree of motivation 

 

 



 

What knowledge have you gained on your own?  

 

 

No  

I'm not productive at 2am 

Yes 

Computer components and their uses 

Hardware 

Yeah 😎 

Programming 

About telecommunications  

Improved english 

Mobile programing 

I learned how to work with application for 3D modeling. The basic commands and functions were explained 
perfectly. 

How to assembly computers and more knowledge about 3D modelling  

Don’t trust people on the street 

Don’t trust Everyone at the street  

Socialising and Orientation  

Further information about telecommunications and PCM 

Hot to socialise in a foreign country and how to deal with those people 

Video editing, speaking 

I do feel more motivated to continue learning and this project has inspired me to be more creative 

Yes i want to know better english language  

Communicate well in English  

Yeah a lot 

Yes 

How to make wiring 

I win to make video  

I learned to go talk to other people and not wait for people to come. 

I don't know 

Knowledge about Pardubice city culture  

Knowledge about Czech Republic  

Knowledge about Czech republic  



 

I lernt to cooperate with people from another countries  

Yes. I learned to be more responsible 

Culture and food 

 

4) HAS THE PROJECT WORK INFLUENCE/IMPROVED YOUR PERSONALITY? 

 

 

5) PROJECT CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR GENERAL OUTLOOK 

 

 

6) PROJECT CONTRIBUTION TO YOUR GENERAL OUTLOOK 

Notes 

 



 

 

It was Very good  

Refreshment Yeah! Very good project. Oliver is the best. 

I became more open to others and more comfortable while in conversation with people from other countries. 

It was fun to experience new cultures and learn more about technology  

Sj  

Being able to accept and gather information from people from other countries  

I have become more social person as I met different people from different countries and I learned many 
things such aa:Some of their language, how to be more opened, how to be punctual and many others. 

I feel more comfortable communicating with others and it was a great experience overall. I am looking 
forward to similar erasmus projects in the future. 

Refreshment yeah and Oliver is the best  

We learn a better english and t y’at train the communication 

Positive contribution 

15 

It the best week in group because, I learned a lot of things and I was able to increase my general culture 

It taught me to discover new kind of study and how it works in other countries 

ERASMUS is very good 

During this trip, I improved my English 

 


